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         CASE NUMBER:  08/2018 

 

DATE OF HEARING: 16 MAY 2018   

JUDGMENT RELEASE DATE:  07 JUNE 2018 

 

 

QANGULE          COMPLAINANT 

 

vs 

 

 

MULTICHOICE SUPERSPORT 202    RESPONDENT 

 

 

TRIBUNAL: PROF SUNETTE LÖTTER (DEPUTY CHAIRPERSON) 

 MS NOKUBONGA FAKUDE  

 ADV BOITUMELO TLHAKUNG 
    

 

FOR THE COMPLAINANT:  The Complainant in person. 

 

FOR THE RESPONDENT: Mr Bruce Mkhize, Regulatory Compliance Manager of 

MultiChoice 

 

 

Complaint about the broadcasting of promo outside the watershed period without any 

parental advisory signs. Taking into consideration further the ages of the complainant’s 

children, the respondent was held to have contravened the Code of Conduct and accordingly 

reprimanded.  Qangule vs Multichoice SuperSport 202, Case No: 08/2018 (BCCSA) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

SUMMARY 

While watching a cricket match with his two children aged seven and three, respectively, on 

Supersport, a WWE promo was broadcast outside the watershed period without any parental 

advisory signs. The complaint was adjudicated by a commissioner of the BCCSA who absolved 

the broadcaster from contravening the provisions of Clause 12 of the Subscription Licensees 

Code of Conduct. The complainant has lodged an appeal against the adjudication. 
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JUDGMENT 

 

B TLHAKUNG  

 

 [1] The complainant is appealing the BCCSA adjudication decision to absolve the 

broadcaster after the promo, broadcasted by DSTV Channel 202 on the 25th January 

2018 and at 19:10, was held not to be in contravention of the provisions of clause 12 

of the Subscription Licensees Code of Conduct. The complainant is still of the view 

that the promo contained violent scenes not suitable for family viewing time, without 

displaying parental advisory signs.    

 

[2] The complaint reads as follows:   

Qangule:  “I would like to lodge a complaint against Multichoice, with specific reference to 

Supersport channel.   I regularly watch cricket on Supersport channel 202 with my sons aged 
7 and 3. There is no age restriction on this channel and it is suitable for family viewing. I have 
noticed that the channel advertises WWE wrestling, which plays on another channel and has 
a higher age restriction. The content of the advert is violent and is inappropriate for children. 
My kids have now been exposed to this violent content and my 3 year old has started 
emulating what he sees on this advert. He is a boy, and naturally he is inclined to want to 
repeat this kind of behaviour.  My problem is that Supersport is playing age restricted content 
on a family channel, during a family program.   The latest incident happened on Thursday 25 
January 2018. Channel 202 Supersport on DSTV premium. Time: 17:37.  Could you please 
take appropriate action against this channel as they are continually violating their own age 
restriction policy.  I look forward to hearing from you.” 
 
 

[3] The Adjudicator’s decision was as follows: 

 

 “I have watched the promo.   It includes scenes and phrases such as the following:  

 

 Commentator referring to Super Stars and At the Royal Rumbling Match it is every 
man for himself 

 Wrestler being thrown about and then out of the ring 

 Excited crowd shouting and cheering 

 Wrestler bending his opponent backwards over the ropes by grabbing him on the 
throat 

 Several victory displays, such as throwing arms up in the air, shouting, etc. 
 

 The promo was broadcast before the watershed with no advanced warning to enable parents 
to prevent their children from being exposed to it.   Shocking scenes are often used in promos 
to attract attention to the broadcasting of the full programme. In essence, the very nature of 
promos excludes warnings, and therefore promos broadcast before the watershed during 
family time, should not contain violent scenes.   
  
 In previous complaints1 about violent wrestling programmes being broadcast before the 
watershed period, it was found that the violence in these programmes was not gratuitous, 
since the violence was actually the reason for the existence of these programmes.  However, 

                                                           
1 For example, Adjudication Nr: 21/A/2006 
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context is always an important factor that is taken into consideration when complaints are 
evaluated. The violence portrayed in wresting programmes is integral to wrestling as a show 
business and can therefore not be found to be contextually gratuitous.  However, promos 
for these programmes cannot be properly judged in context because of the fleetingness of 
the scenes and the brevity of the promo.  Thus, violent images are imprinted onto the minds 
of children without them being able to understand the broader context which might alleviate 
the negative impact of the violent scenes.  The broader context would include the insight that 
these matches are a sensational form of entertainment and that what is seen and heard is 
mostly done for entertainment and nothing else.  This explains why wrestlers do not seem to 
be seriously harmed – the violence is staged by using typical moves associated with this form 
of entertainment. Although adults may know that these situations and portrayals are often 
predetermined and are mainly performed for entertainment purposes, we cannot assume that 
young children would know it.   
 
 The complainant’s children are seven and three.  Numerous research studies indicate that 
children under the age of seven have difficulty distinguishing between the reality portrayed by 
television and the reality of everyday life.  Children also tend to emulate acts they see on 
television. The complainant states that his three-year-old boy has indeed started emulating 
what he sees in these adverts.   However, when addressing the question of whether there is a 
direct correlation between exposure to violent television programmes and imitative behaviour, 
it must be borne in mind that the influence of television can never be investigated in isolation 
since there are numerous other political and socio-economic factors that may also play a role.  
Living in South Africa where violence is endemic is one such factor.  
 
 The protection of children is fundamental to the Constitution of South Africa and is 
incorporated into both the BCCSA’s codes of conduct (Free-to-Air and Subscription).   
Licensees should do everything in their power to ensure that they uphold these codes.   In this 
specific case, however, although the sentiments of the complainant are understandable, I am 
of the opinion that the relevant scenes did not contain any close-up detail, they were very 
fleeting and not excessively violent or explicit enough to really harm children.  The parents 
could also afterwards explain to their children the nature of wrestling matches and that the 
moves should not be taken seriously or imitated.  Nonetheless, I strongly urge the 
broadcaster to refrain from broadcasting promos for programmes intended for adult audiences 
during family time when children are in the audience.  This is not the first time that the BCCSA 
has received a complaint in this regard.   
 
The complaint is not upheld this time, but if a similar complaint is received in future, 
stricter measures will be taken.” 

 

[4]  The Complainant lodged the following application for leave to appeal: 

 
“Wow! What a disappointing response from BCCSA. It sounds like the commissioner is more 
concerned about the broadcaster's right to advertise and push their content, even if it is 
unsuitable for young viewers, than the fact that a 16 age restricted show is being advertised 
on a channel that purports to be suitable for family viewing. Broadcaster's rights clearly weigh 
more than those of young and vulnerable viewers! 
  
In paragraph 6 the commissioner says: "The complainant states that his three-year-old boy 
has indeed started emulating what he sees in these adverts. However, when addressing the  
question of whether there is a direct correlation between exposure to violent television 
television programmes and imitative behaviour, it must be borne in mind that the influence  of 
television can never be investigated in isolation since there are numerous other political and 
socio-economic factors that may also play a role. Living in SouthAfrica where violence is 
endemic is one such factor." 

  
Well, when the three year old emulates what they see on the wrestling advert and says "look 
daddy, I'm doing double double E", the correlation is clear to me because I know that he 
never watches any WWE content anywhere. The adverts are the only times he sees this 
content. 
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In paragraph 7 you say: "In this specific case, however, although the sentiments of the 
complainant are understandable, I am of the opinion that the relevant scenes did not contain 
any closeup detail, they were very fleeting and not excessively violent or explicit enough to 
really harm children. The parents could also afterwards explain to their children the nature of 
wrestling matches and that the moves should not be taken seriously or imitated." 
  
I do not understand the kind of test you apply in order to reach the conclusion that certain 
violence is acceptable for family viewing and some isn't. Sounds inconsistent that the kind of 
violence portrayed in a 16 restricted show can be played on a family show, and deemed not 
too violent for children to view. My point here is that if you allow this kind of advert to play on a 
channel that is rated "family", you may as well allow them to play the same advert on the 
CBeebies channel, which is also carries a "family" rating. 
  
"Nonetheless, I strongly urge the broadcaster to refrain from broadcasting promos for 
programmes intended for adult audiences during family time when children are in the 
audience. This is not the first time that the BCCSA has received a complaint in this regard." 
  
For the commissioner to say they strongly urge the broadcaster is neither here nor there. This 
"strong urge" isn't going to change the broadcaster's conduct. You may as well be saying that 
it is OK for them to continue with this conduct because you declare that this is not the first 
complaint of this nature, and the broadcaster has clearly not considered any of your previous 
"urges" and they continue on the basis of your findings. 
  
Please let me know what process I need to follow to appeal against this inconsistent and 
unreasonable finding.  Thank you.”  

 

[5]  The Broadcaster responded as follows: 

 
“RE:  APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL: MS QANGULE VS MULTICHOICE 
 ADJUDICATION NO: 10/A/2018  
 
1. We refer to the application for leave to appeal by Ms Qangule against the ruling in the 

Adjudication No: 10/A/2018. 
 
2. In the application for leave to appeal, the complainant argues that, among other things: 
 

2.1  “the Adjudicator ignored that a 16 age restricted show is being advertised on a 
channel that purports to be suitable for family viewing”.  

 
2.2  “I do not understand the kind of test you apply in order to reach the conclusion that 

certain violence is acceptable for family viewing and some isn't. Sounds inconsistent 
that the kind of violence portrayed in a 16 restricted show can be played on a family 
show, and deemed not too violent for children to view.” 

 
3. It is clear from the above that the complainant is objecting to the show being promoted 

as opposed to the actual content of the promo. 
 
4. The test applied by the Commission in adjudicating whether promos contravene the 

Code applies to the content of the promo as opposed to the programme being 
promoted. 

 
5. The adjudicator correctly found that the content of the promo did not contravene the 

Code. The complainant in her reasons for application for leave to appeal does not in any 
way demonstrate that the Adjudicator incorrectly ruled that the content of the promo did 
not contain violent scenes that are unsuitable for younger viewers.  

 
6. In terms of section 4.9 of the BCCSA's Procedural Rules, "[a]n Appeal Tribunal shall not 

set aside or amend a decision of the first Tribunal unless it is clearly wrong". (Our 
emphasis). 
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7. We submit that therefore that the complainant has not demonstrated that the Adjudicator 
was clearly wrong in finding that the content of the promo did not contravene the Code 
and in our view the complaint’s prospects of success on appeal are very slim. 

 
8. Accordingly, we submit that the application for leave to appeal must be dismissed.” 

 

EVALUATION 

 

[6] Having watched the promo, the members of the Tribunal carefully considered the 

substance of clauses 12, 4.7 and 4.12 in toto in addressing the current appeal: 

 

(12) A television or composite subscription broadcasting service licensee, wherever 
practicable, must avoid broadcasting programming material, including 
promotional material, which is unsuitable for children and/or contains nudity, 
explicit sexual conduct, violence or offensive language before the watershed 
period; 

 
(4.7) Family viewing time refers to the classification of programming which is suitable for 

all ages; and 
 
(4.12) Watershed period means the period between 20h00 and 05h00. 
 

 

[7] Clause 12 of the Subscription Code raises an expectation that the licensees should 

avoid broadcasting programming material including promotional material outside the 

watershed period if such material contains violent material unsuitable for children. 

The Tribunal took into consideration that even though the subject of the complaint is a 

promo, it is imperative to note that the highlighted expectation is also applicable to the 

promotional material; the determining factor in this appeal was therefore whether the 

broadcasted material indeed contained violent scenes.  

 

[8]   Promotional wrestling match material in this appeal was indeed broadcasted outside 

the watershed period as per the provisions of clause 4.12, and within the family 

viewing time and correctly aligned with the provisions of clause 4.7. From the 

Tribunal hearing it became clear that the Complainant evidently understood wrestling 

as a sport including the existence of simulated violence – however the Tribunal could 

not determine the same when it comes to the conceptualisation of the content by the 

children especially taking their age into consideration.  

 

[9] The adjudication having acknowledged that there were violent scenes on the promo, 

and the Tribunal having viewed the promo repetitively also came to the conclusion 
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that the promo contained violent material unsuitable for young children who were 

watching a family programme during family viewing time under parental supervision.  

Seeing that this is a promo which appears unexpectedly, the broadcast in question 

would have naturally presented itself in a manner that disarmed the Complainant from 

taking any precautionary measures to protect his sons from being exposed to the 

violent scenes regardless of their fleeting portrayal.    

 

[10]  As the custodian of children, including taking into consideration the ages of the 

Complainant’s children, the Tribunal accordingly concludes that there was indeed a 

contravention of the provisions of clause 12, read with clauses 4.12 and 4.7 by the 

licensee. As a sanction, we consider it reasonable to reprimand the Broadcaster and 

we caution the licensee to avoid broadcasting violent promotional material outside the 

watershed period. 

 

We therefore find that there was contravention of the code, and the appeal is upheld. 

The sanction is a reprimand. 

 

 

ADV B TLHAKUNG 

BCCSA COMMISSIONER 

 

Deputy Chairperson Lötter and Commissioner Fakude concurred with the above judgment.  


